Abstract
Introduction
Nonholonomic mechanical systems have received much attention in tile fields of robolics and control. Laumond [1] proved hy construction that a car-like robot is controllable even wii,h the limited steering angle. Laulnond and Sim6on extended the heuristic approach to a mobile robot with one l.railer [2] . Theoretic approaches, then, followed in control commmfity based on the differential geometric framework. Murray and Sastry [3] named a simple nonlim'a.r system the chained form and proposed to use it. as a canonical form for a class of drifth'ss syst.ems. S0rda.len [4t] showed a mobile robots with n trailers to be convertible t.o the chained form, where a trailer is assumed a passive two-wheeled car without steering and being connected to the previous trailer/tra, ctor with a kingpin hitch at the center of wheel shaft of the previous one. Being converted to the chained form, a tractor and all trailers can be stabilized to desired positions via. esla.I)lished nonholonomie motion control strategies for the chained form [5, 6, 7] . S0rdalen, Naka~ mura and Chung [8] developed "t, he nonholonomic manipulator," whose kinematic model is similar to those of trailer systems. The real-world tra~ject.ory generated by the nonholonomic motion control tends to contain high frequency oscillations or large overshoot, although the mathematical trajectory in the chained form enjoys a nice convergent profile. Chung and Nakamura [9] then proposed to consider mathematical simplicity in the chained-form transformation and designed "the chained form manipulator."
On tile other hand, trailers have been developed and widely used in the industry. The main focus of such design was on reducing passive tracking error fi'om t, ractor's trajectory, and little attention was paid on active motion cent.tel.
Automated trailer systems will find an important part in automated factories, ports or airports, if the technology is available. Nonholonomic motion planning/control will be applied when loading and unloadtug freighl..
In this paper, we all.erupt to fidfill the gap between t.he nonlinear control theory for nonholonomic trailer systems and the mechanical design for good passive tracking performance of indust.rial trailer systems. Based on the knowledge of clm.ined form transformation, we design a new passive steering mecha.nism and show that it, provides a trailer with the both properties; namely, the chained-form convertihility and a good passive tracking performance. A proretype is fabricated and used t.o verify the proposed design theory.
Kinematic Models of Trailer System with Steering

The Kinematic Model
We will compare performances of different mechanical design of trailers with and without, steering. The most general design of trailer system is shown in Fig.  1 , from which all the comparative designs we discuss are derived by appropriate choice of parameters. Tire linear and angular velocity of the tractor are represented by v0 and w, and considered the inputs. The i °~ connecting rod is fixed to the frame of i th trailer and is di(i = 1,...,n) in length and Oi(i = 1,...,.n) in orientation. The intersection of the i th and i+ 1 th rods is called the center of tile i th trailer, of which linear velocity is represented by vi(i = 1,-.-, n). The steering angle of tile wheels, ~)i(i = 1,.--, n), is defined with respect, to the rod of the i th trailer, and ¢0 is set to zero.
Tile geometric relations between the variables is shown in Fig. 2 
I'iCOSQi =--t'i_l COS(Oi_l --Oi @0i-1)
The kinematic model after all is rel)resented in recursion and sunnnarized by the following equations.
.i: = cos 0,, v,,
= sin 0,, v,,. 
When ¢,: = 0(i = l,.-., n), this model is equivalent t.o the Sordalen's trailer niodel without st.eering [4] . The above model also tel)resents four wheel trailer systems, which is rather common in industry, with setting lhe angle of Dent and rear axle of ]c ~h trailer as 02~.-L and 0,,~:,
2.2
Trailers in the Industry
Yalnamiya Model
We discuss two trailer systems with passive steering in the industry. The first one is found in a recent patent file in Japan [10] . The Yamamiya model is shown in 0i -0~-1 (i:evc~) (10)
ITS Model
The ITS (Intelligent Transport System) projects have been studied in the U.S. and Europe as well as in Japan to reduce traffic jam and accidents by making full use of the latest information technology. At truck platoon system was conducted in the CHAUFFEUR Project. Each driverless truck is steered through car-to-car communication [11] , which is regarded as a trailer system connected by invisible rods. The proposed basic PD control law is, (11) where tti is the relative angle and d i is the distance between the i th and i -I th trucks. ~5i is tile steering angle of the i th truck, kz,(di ) is determined such that the rear wheels of tile i th truck precisely follow those of the i-1 th truck when they move on circular trajectories, kd(di) is called the dynamic stabilizer and set zero in this paper.
Rewriting Eq. (11) yields the ITS model,
The Three-Point Model
We introduce the three-point model, the new steering method for trailer systems. The three-point model is named after the property that the steering angle of each trailer is determined by three points, namely, the center points of the previous, current, and following trailers.
Steering angle, shoukl be controlled in practice by simple link mechanisms, instead of electrical devices. Simplicity of tile three-point model satisfies this request. We propose concrete mechanism designs in Section 6.
'lb the kinelnatic model of Eqs. (3) through (8), the three-l)oint model adds the following:
where r is called tile steering gain. Note that the last trailer is not steered.
Design Optimization in the ThreePoint Model
Optimal Steering Gain
In this subsection the optimal steering gain is to be discussed by nmnerical]y investigating the relationship between r and the path following performance. Simulations are done for the 23 dimensional model, of a tractor with 20 trailers. The index of path following error is the mean of time average of trailer errors. Each trailer's error is the normal distances from the reference trajectory to the center of trailer. Three typical trajectories of a tractor are defined and shown in Table 1 , where di = 1(i = 1,..., n), R and L are the radius and the length of clothoidal curve. Table 1 We, therefore, wouhl like to call a. three-point model with r = 0.5, the oplimol thr~-poinl mo&l. Oi)timal three-point model orients the i tt' tra iler's wheel to the langent of a virtual circle which passes through the centers of the i -1 °', F h, and i + i th lra ilers. Some mobile robols in the lileral, ure, including the snakelike vehicle [12] , have the same steering mechanisnl as lhe ()ptimal Ihree-l~oint model. To tile besl of the authors' knowledge, there is no industrial design of trailer systerns adopted the optimal t hree-poinl model, unfortunately. It is because the advantage of such design had neither been well investigated nor been sufficiently stressed. A contribution of this paper is 1o hilight tile advantage of the optimal |hree-point model in the practical path following through the numerical analysis of relationship between the steering gain and the path following performance. The authors understand the importance of analytical investigation, although the numerical sinmlation was adopted in the analysis in this section. The index of performance, unfortunately, shows high nonlinearity including path parameters dependent on the choice of path as well as the configuration variables that evolve nonintegrable differentiM equation, It is left for the fl~ture research to provide the optimal three-point model with an analytical insight. In particular, it is interesting l, hat the emergent of zigzag trailer profile is vary sensitive wilh the growth of r beyond 0.5.
Comparison with Industry Designs
We compare path following performance of the Sordalen model, the optimal three-point model, the Yamamiya model and lhe ITS mo(lel. Table 2 shows the path following error in summary. The error is measured based on the same definition described in the previous subsection, and normalized by that of the optimal three-point model. The behavior of these models, in general, resemble the three-point model with r < 0.5.
Backward Motion
Backward motion of trailer systems has not been discussed in the literature, which seems due to the fact that it apparently tends to show a zigzag or unstable motion. Figure 11 shows the results of simula. Except for the optimal three-poinli model, all the trailer models showed the zigzag motion. The optimal three-point mode/ resulted in stable motion, but followed a straight line that is tangentially connected to the circular reference. The reason is explained as follows: Substituting Eq. (13) in Eq. (6) The reader should notice that the above equation is equivalent to Eq.(6) with 0i = (1 -r)(Oi+a -Oi). In other words a backward motion of the system with sleering gain r is equivalent to a forward motion of the system with steering gain 1-r. Therefore, if and only if r = 0.5, a trailer system shows non-zigzag motions in both forward and backward directions.
Since the fi-ont trailer in the backward motion has fixed steering On ---0, the trailer system has to followed the tangential straight line. Therefore, if we provide the n ~h trailer with an active steering, the new trailer system can be completely driven backward direction as well as in the forward direction. In the forward motion, we fix ¢,, to 0. In the backward motion, the angular velocity of the n th trailer is driven by the n th trailer's on-board actuator, while the linear velocity of the n ta trailer is driven by the tractor's pushing force. The tractor is controlled so as t.o keel) the wheel shaft crossing perpendicular to the first, trailer's rod. The pushing velocity v0 is calculated from v,,. via Eq.(7).
5
Differential Kinematic Analysis and Control of the Three-Point Model
Chained Form Convertibility
The chained form [3] is a canonical form for a class of driftless nonholonomic systems. Thanks to the simplicity of the chained form, many usefid control schemes have been devek)ped. 'Fhe sufficient conditions [7] For converting of a kinematic model to the chained form are, (A) Kinematic model being convertible into a triangular structm'e. (B) The triangular structure satisfies Eq. (43) in apl)endix A.
Equations (3)- (8) 
Therefore, condition (B) is satisfied if v # 1. This concludes that tile three point model is chained-form convertible. Scrdalen and ITS nlodels also satisfy tile chained-form convertibility, hut Yamanliya nlodel or most conlmon design of trailer syst(,ms ill industry do not enjoy this property.
Control for the Chained Form
We will show, for exanlple, an open-loop control with time polynonlials [13] . The inl)ut of the chained form is written by vl = b0 (33) r~--2
v2 = co +eit + "" + c,,_~(~) .
(34)
The coefficients are determined from the boundary conditions of z, which is calculated from the initial and final position. Figure 12 shows that tile optimal three point model with 2 trailers being controlled by the time polynomial inputs. Also shown in Fig. 12 Trailer n has an actuator that rotates rod n about the orogin of frame n.
Experiments
We fablieated the prototype of the optimal three point, model. Experiments of forward and backward path following were carried out with the prototype. 
'7 Conclusion
This paper is summarized as follows: (1) As a basis to study trailer systems that show both path-following performance and the chained form convertibility, a kinematic model of trailer systems with steering is formulated. (2) We proposed a passive steering mechanism named the three-point model. Simulation results showed that the optimal three-point model wMl steering gain r = 0.5 is superior to known typical industrial trailer systems in path following perforniance. (3) Path following stal)ility was compared and discussed anlong the industrial trailer designs and lhe optimal three-point model, It is shown by nmnerical analysis and theoretical development that only the optimal t,hree-point model can trace the path of the front car in both forward and backward directions. (4) The steering mechanism of the three point model was proved to make lhe system differentially fiat and convertible to the chained form. (5) We designed and fabricated a prototype of the optimal three-point model with simple mechanisnl. Experiments verified properties that we discussed in this paper.
